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Bmj Publishing Group, United Kingdom, 2002. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 292 x 210 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A new edition of a very popular volume in the highly
regarded ABC Series, and a new addition too. With over 40 titles in print, and over 1 million copies
sold, the ABC Series covers most topic areas in all the major specialties. With new titles and new
editions constantly in preparation, this is a lively and up to date source of knowledge for those in
primary care, and for residents and students. The two column layout, with relevant illustrations
alongside the text, approximates to the illustrated lecture, making ABCs the most effective tools for
rapid assimilation and understanding. Their worldwide distribution in over 13 languages is
testimony to their enduring quality. Announcing a special marketing program! Starting this month,
and running through the end of November, enhanced discounts are available to trade customers
ordering all ABC Series titles - notices with full details have been circulated, but if you have any
questions please do not hesitate to contact us. Color flyers are being mailed widely to bookstores
and libraries, and as part of a promotion to medical schools (ABC...
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Reviews
Extensive guide! Its this kind of great read. It is really simplistic but excitement from the 50 percent of your pdf. I am just quickly will get a pleasure of
looking at a composed book.
-- Toma sa B ins
These types of publication is the greatest publication readily available. It is among the most amazing book i have study. Your lifestyle span will be convert
as soon as you complete reading this pdf.
-- Mr s. Cheyenne Dibber t
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